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Taylor partners with IU Health
A meaningful
step toward longterm care
Victoria Lawson
Staff Writer

On Sept. 30, Upland community
physicians Dr. Helen and Dr. Shannon Riegle transferred ownership
of the health clinic facility to Taylor University, a gift totaling nearly
$2.0 million.
The transfer of ownership
brings a new partnership between
Taylor University, Indiana University Health and Upland Health and
Diagnostics Center (UHD).
An email from the president’s
office Oct. 1 said the building—located on 1809 S. Main
Street near Taylor’s main entrance—is expected to re-open
in late November. Taylor’s Invitation Program, which was
housed in the facility but was
suspended during COVID-19, is
due to be up and running within the next two weeks. These
developments will stabilize
access to healthcare services
for Upland, Taylor employees
and students moving forward.
“ We (the Riegles and the
st a f f of UH D ) h av e b e e n
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Upland Health and Diagnostics Center is located on Main Street, across the road from Taylor.

honored and privileged to care
for Upland and Grant County
for 23 years,” Helen Riegle said.
“We are blessed and grateful
for the partnership of Taylor
University, Indiana University
Health and Upland Health and
Diagnostics, allowing us to
continue caring for the people
of Upland and Grant County.”
Ron Sutherland, special assistant to the president, said
that Taylor’s ownership of the
facility provides the opportunity to facilitate long-term
conversations about health

ser vices moving for ward .
From an employee perspective, he said the partnership
ensures employees in the community can receive a continuation of care with doctors
they have come to know and
appreciate.
He is personally grateful for
the Riegles’ service, as they
have been his family’s physicians for over 20 years.
“They helped take care of
our children (now fully grown),
my wife and I, and my parents
when they moved into town

in 2006 until their passing,”
Sutherland said. “Their impact
on our lives has been evident
in many ways. To know that
the Riegles and Taylor University have partnered together to
help the Riegles, the community, Taylor University and our
students, all in the midst of
the uncertainty of a pandemic, will be a special memory I
will hold for many years.”
Shannon said they are both
certified in and specialize in
family medicine and completed their residencies at Ball

Memorial Hospital. Helen said
they enjoy seeing a variety of
faces since they can care for
people from day one to 100
years old.
Until the facility is open,
Taylor is currently using TimelyMD telehealth for health
care, an online alternative by
the name of “Taylor Care.” This
has provided 24/7 online access to medical care providers
and psychological counselors since Taylor sought new
healthcare alternatives in July.
echo@taylor.edu

Chris Renzema performs for Taylor
Mainstage hosts
its first concert
of the year
Ansley Kary and
Ellie Tiemens
News Co-Editors
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After months of not being
able to attend concerts, Taylor
students saw up-and-coming
Christian artist Chris Renzema
take the stage in Rediger Chapel on Oct 18.
“The concert was truly a fantastic night, Sophomore Micheal
Oliver said. “A great combination of good art and meaningful worship.”
The event was organized by
Taylor Student Organization’s
(TSO) Mainstage cabinet, who
welcomed the Gospel singer/
songwriter as a part of the first
covid concert of the year.
Junior Odessa Wieland is the
president of Mainstage this year
and spoke to some of the challenges of trying to put together
a concert.
From coordinating with Steve
Austin, director of student programs, and the Pandemic Response Team, Mainstage was
able to make the show happen. The movement of Indiana
to Stage 5 even allowed for the
concert to be moved indoors, as
it was originally scheduled to be
outside.
Tickets were free for students
and, in order to remain safe and
socially distanced, attendance
was capped at 400 tickets total.
Wieland saw value in making
the concert free so that any student who wanted could attend.
“To mirror the teaching of
Jesus, if you want to be at the
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Chris Renzema kicked off the night at Taylor with his song “Let the Ground Rest.

table, you can be at the table,”
Wieland said. “I hate putting
fences up and keeping people
out of places.”
Renzema kicked off the night
at Taylor with his song “Let the
Ground Rest.”
However, this was not Renzema’s first time in Rediger. On
stage, he joked about the one
year he attended Taylor and lived
in Gerig. He only completed two
semesters of credits before pursuing a full time career in producing his own music.
“School is not for everyone,”
Renzema quipped, “but it’s for
you guys.”
While at school, Renzema said
he spent time in the Clyde Meredith Prayer Chapel in Sickler
Hall. That is where he ended up
writing the song ‘Adonai,’ a song
that still remains a favorite of

fans and a staple to his set list
to this day.
During the concert, Renzema
told the audience a story about
how he wrote the song ‘God Be,’
based on the traditional hymn
‘Be Thou my Vision.’ He said
that he was at his job, hanging
drywall, and had forgotten his
headphones. He started singing
‘Be Thou my Vision,’ but could
only remember one line, from
there he just started adding his
own which created one of his favorite songs, ‘God Be.’
Throughout the course of the
night, Renzema played a collection of old and new songs—one
of those new songs being less
than 24 hours old called ‘Tear
My House Down.’
The song was written before
Renzema even attended Taylor, but it never felt like the right

time to release it, Renzema said.
Renezma said that he has recently been wrestling with the
question of what is a firm foundation. He said that this song
makes more sense now then it
did back when he wrote it.
“It is the idea that Jesus is the
foundation and that in all of
the noise, and all of the insanity that’s going on right now, we
can look to him and see what
the truth is,” Renzema said.
“And that is such good news. Ultimately, if we look at our lives
and we see that we built our
world on a foundation that’s
not Jesus, the most gracious and
beautiful that the Lord can do
for us is to tear that down.”
Renzema self-released his
first album in 2014, ‘Age to Age,’
when he was 18 years old. His
second album was released in

2018 and it is titled, ‘I’ll be the
Branches.’ As this album gained
more recognition, Renzema
caught the attention of Centricity
Music and signed with them. His
newest album, ‘Let the Ground
Rest,’ was released this year and
includes his Grammy-nominated
song ‘SpringTime,’ co-written by
Hank Bentley.
Wieland was excited that
Mainstage was able to host their
first concert of the year and that
she had a chance to bring Renzema to Taylor, a place full of some
of Renzema’s biggest fans.
“It was really beautiful to
see people worship together,”
Wieland said. “That was huge.
We didn’t really know if concerts
were going to be a thing that we
could even do. It was cool to see
it come to life.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Leland Boren’s Mansion donated to Taylor
Boren’s home now
owned by Taylor
Kyla Russell
Staff Writer

Widely known as the Boren
Mansion, the late Leland Boren’s
estate has recently transferred
home ownership to Taylor.
The Boren house, located
less than two miles from campus, was built by Leland Boren
and his wife in 2009. The house
was only a quarter of a mile
from their previous home.
“The Boren house is very well
and elaborately constructed…
it is very nicely done,” Stephen
Olson, vice president for business and finance said.
Boren was the owner of Avis
Industrial, the company directly across the street from
Taylor’s main entrance. According to Olson, Avis Industrial is a holding company for
multiple other companies.
Boren lived in the house until

his passing in November, 2018.
Follow ing his passing, the
house was owned by the Boren’s
estate.
“Mr. Boren was a very astute
businessman, a very smart
man and in many ways, a very
wealthy individual,” Olson said.
Due to his wealth, Boren’s estate is highly complicated.
In unwinding this document,
the estate stated that Taylor
University would take ownership of the Boren house. The
home ownership was transferred to Taylor in May of 2020.
This new ownership leaves
the question of what the house
might be used for.
Taylor’s administration is
prayerfully considering several
options and Olson teased some
potential uses of the Boren
house such as a new home for
the president and a conference/
retreat center.
As of now, the house is being
rented out to a faculty member
and his family.

Olson also highlighted Taylor’s
extensive gratitude for Boren
and his family and expressed
how grateful Taylor is for their
relationship with Boren.
This relationship is rooted in
at least 50 years of history.
“The Borens have been a
wonderful benefactor for Taylor for many years,” Olson said.
Through his generous scholarship donations, Boren allowed countless students to
attend Taylor.
The Boren legacy lives on
through Taylor through more
than just the Boren house. The
Larita Boren Campus Center
also stands as a reminder of
Boren and his family.
In the same breath, the construction of Taylor’s Eu ler
Science Complex was made
possible by Boren through significant donations.
“We’re very appreciative of
the gift of the Boren House,”
Interim President Paige Cunningham said. “This year, it’s

Photograph provided by Taylor University

Leland Boren and LaRita Boren, the previous owners of the estate.

being used by a Taylor family,
and the rental income helps
a bit w ith the bottom line.
The Senior Leadership Team

has explored a range of fu- thing is that this gift be used
ture uses, including meeting in ways that support the misspace, a retreat center, and sion of Taylor.”
outright sale. The important
echo@taylor.edu

Lilly Grant funds new Taylor health program
Boren’s home now
owned by Taylor
Darin Jordan
Staff Writer

It’s not often that Erik Hayes,
professor of kinesiology, expects
to receive a $1 million check. But,
two weeks ago that was the case
as a $1 millon boost from the Lilly Endowment Inc. will help expand Taylor’s long term health
care program.
“The Endowment said grants
went to each of the 38 accredited public and private colleges
and universities in Indiana and
range from $1 million to $5 million based on the size of student
enrollment at each school, and
will fund a wide array of programs,” Jim Garringer, director of media relations, said in a
press release.
Every school is using the
money differently, from developing cybersecurity to creating
a better freshman experience.
The ideas vary widely, but they
all have to fulfill three main
criteria.
“The Lilly Grant was intended
to do three things. It was intended to help prepare your students for rewarding work and
meaningful and engaged lives,”
Hayes said. “It needed to potentially help the financial stability of the institutions and it was
intended to help students fulfill
their mission in unique and innovative ways.”
Taylor finally selected to apply

Photograph provided by Taylor University

This student run clinic meant to provide preventative measures for chronic illnesses, like diabetes, all while overseen by practicing physicians.

the funding to their Innovation
Health and Wellness program, a
program which fits all the criteria well.
Taylor is looking at using this
money as wisely as possible.
With the expansion possible
from this grant, Taylor will be
well equipped to be one of the
premier undergraduate schools
for a pre-med, pre-allied health
education
The program is essentially
a preventative chronic illness
health clinic, overseen by physicians, but with Taylor students

actually advising the patients.
The clinic started in the summer of 2018, and since then they
have had over 100 patients.
The goal of it is to promote
the overall long term health
of Taylor and the surrounding community.
“We will continue to develop our invitation program to
be a preventative program to
work on preventive therapies
in population health and teach
students those techniques in
a rural health community,”
said Diane Dungan, associate

professor of psychology and
co-creator of the program. “We
will also be working to help students learn to manage stress
that accompanies their future
educational pursuits.”
Although they may seem like
small issues, being overweight
and stressed can be factors in
long term health decline. By
fighting problems like these,
the clinic is working to combat diabetes and many other
chronic illnesses.
While fighting chronic illness
is the goal of the program, it is

not targeting COVID-19, and neither is the grant.
“All of the things that put one
at risk for COVID put you at risk
for other chronic illnesses,” Dungan said. “So, if we have a healthier population, potentially we
could be in better shape to fight
off illness and not be as susceptible to these types of viruses”.
Although the grant is not
aimed at preventing COVID-19
cases, it will do a good deal to
help fight some of the negative
effects of COVID-19.
Last year, at the start of

COVID-19 when students went
home, the clinic did not have any
form of telehealth, so they could
not do anything during the shutdown. Part of this grant’s function is to get the program a
telehealth component, allowing the community greater access to health care, and giving
the students an opportunity to
engage with an increasingly relevant tool.
The $1 million that Taylor
received is only the first step,
though. Every accredited school
in Indiana was offered an initial
$1-5 million depending on their
size. After that schools could apply for a larger grant, up to $10
million. Taylor’s concept paper
for this was strong enough that
they were selected to give a larger description of their plan to vie
for money. With 15 schools selected, only $40 million is available.
With the money, they plan on
expanding the clinic to Blackford
County and Grant County.
“These two communities have
what’s called the second and
third highest health care provider
shortage area in the state,” Hayes
said. “Our community members
are what are considered medically underserved populations.”
While that grant will take a
while to go through the process,
changes from the $1 million will
begin in January. The first impact that most students will see
should be Fall of 2021 with a few
new classes starting up related
to health.
echo@taylor.edu

This year’s MyGen gets a Silent Night twist

A MyGen like
no other year

Mackenzie Derico
Staff Writer

MyGen looked different this
year, but not just because of
COVID-19.
Featuring musicians and student bands from all over campus,
MyGen is put on by the Student
Activities Council (SAC), a group
of Taylor students dedicated to
creating fun and relevant events
for the Taylor University campus.
Together, SAC puts on other
events such as Nostalgia Night,
the Ice Cream Social and Coffee
and Canvas.
This year, senior Aidden Tapia
and junior Evan Doty were chosen to host MyGen and they were
very excited about the unique
acts being performed.
More people auditioned this

year than ever before, but only
12 groups hit the stage on Oct
24. These 12 included a variety
of people and music never before seen at MyGen, including
boy bands and girl bands, back
up dancers and everything
from techno to ballads to upbeat rock.
Each group performed songs
written in the years after the
current senior class was born:
songs they can say are from
their generation.
Returning cabinet member
sophomore Nathaniel Boer said
that between the new acts, the
MC’s, the theme and the COVID
restrictions, it was a MyGen like
no other.
The theme this year was Silent Night—every wing and floor
was encouraged to show up in
themed costumes as they would
for the Silent Night Game. The
SAC team was excited to offer an

opportunity that will combine
these traditions into something
new and memorable.
“This is the biggest event of
the year,” said SAC president
and junior Rebecca Wright.
“Taylathon was one of TSO’s big
traditions that we were able to
make happen with COVID, and
this is going to be another big
tradition that people are looking forward to. I think that the
fact that more people have auditioned than ever before is telling of how good the show should
be and how excited students are
for it.”
MyGen had two separate
showtimes on Saturday at 6 p.m.
and 9 p.m., each with a maximum capacity of 400 people. Between the shows there was an
hour intermission in which Rediger was cleaned and prepared
for the next audience.
echo@taylor.edu
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MyGen was held twice on Oct 24, from 6 to 8 and 9 to 11.
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“It was really good to be more behind the
scenes when it comes to leadership."
Student grows her abilities for
leadership in the Key Club
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100 Years: Taylor’s women in history
HGPS department
adds new minor
Holly Gaskill

Co-Editor in Chief
“Although Taylor University was
founded as a women's college, it
didn’t stay that way for long.
Fort Wayne Female Bible
College was founded in 1846
by a group of Methodists. The
founders had wanted women
in Indiana to have the same opportunities that men had at Indiana Asbury. It expanded to
admit men by 1852.
Of course, the combined education of men and women came
with changes. Over the years,
the school changed its location,
name and women's education.
In the Oct. 5, 1920 edition, The
Echo published campus rules.
“It is permissible for the young
men and young women to walk
together after lunch until 1:30
p.m. every weekday and during
the first month of the fall term
and all of the spring term from
4:30-5:30 p.m. every weekday except Friday,” The Echo writes.
The newspaper continues
to list the rules for both men’s
and women’s residence halls.
For men, there are three bullet
points about quiet hours and
curfew. For women, there are 18
rules about when to put on slippers, how to respond to a gentleman caller and more.
Early 1920s copies of the ‘Taylor University Bulletin’ discuss
many things, from the construction of the first Samuel Morris
Hall to accolades for the music school, but perhaps none so
poignant as the heading, “Taylor
Men Are Doing Things.”
Surprisingly, all of these excerpts are taken from the same
year women were granted the
right to vote in the U.S. Still,
it’s more difficult to find the
achievements of Taylor women
recorded during that time.
1920 was a monumental
year with women’s suffrage but
marked a much longer journey
in women’s history.
“All women who did anything,
it was like a little, tiny step to

give us all the opportunities that
we have,” said Elizabeth George,
associate professor of history.
As a woman teaching history,
George is passionate about the
women who paved the way. She
sees teaching women in all eras
of history as an essential part of
empowering future women in
leadership. Her very job as a professor of history has been paved
by strong women before her.
According to George, she is
the second woman to serve
full-time in Taylor’s history department. The first woman was
Grace Olson.
“If you can see yourself in history, it opens up the opportunities you see for yourself going
forward,” George said. “Had I
not had women for professors,
would I have become a professor? Had I not heard it was
okay for a woman to have aspirations and ambition, would I
have had aspirations and ambition myself ?”
Because of this, George makes
it a point to cover history in a
more complete view. Women
have always played a part in history, but she said it has been uncommon to bring their stories to
light because men have been the
ones recorded as decision-makers or leaders.
“Even if I have to dig up a story, it’s important to cover (women as) part of history,” George
said. “Women make up 50% of
the population—that’s not a
small number. They have roles
in history if we’ve previously
mentioned it or not.”
Out of this passion, the History, Global and Political Science (HGPS) department is
introducing a new minor,
Women’s History.
While some classes in the
minor are specifically centered
around women in particular
eras, George said some classes are just intentionally incorporating women into a general
era of study.
For one of the first people to
add the minor, freshman Sarah
Campbell, this is vital.
“Recognizing and appreciating the achievements of women
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100 years ago, women received the right to vote with the 19th amendment.

in all facets of life—science,
community, government, the
church, literature, art, sports,
medicine, etc.—enables both
women and men to value each
person’s dignity, knowing we are
created in the image of God and
have value,” she said.
Similarly, George hopes people outside of the HGPS department consider the minor as an
asset to any degree.
Although recognizing women in history—and the addition
of the minor for it—has been a
strong step forward, Halbrook
Chair of Government Abby Kuzma said there are still more ways
society can grow from where it
is now.
“We’ve given room for women to go after their careers and
their goals, but now we’ve created a space where women don’t
feel like they can take adequate
time off for maternity leave or to
pause their career to be a mom,”
Kuzma said. “Taking time for my
children was one of the best decisions for me.”
The most important
thing, Kuzma said, is letting

women have options, not creating a mold or expectation. There
should be room and recognition
for everyone.
In the May 15, 1915 edition of
The Echo, the writer chronicles an on-campus debate about
women’s suffrage. Just a year prior, a group of women had organized a debate club to match the
men’s group. In response, the
men’s group had a hearty debate
about women’s suffrage, inviting
the women to watch.
The affirmative side argued
that women were intelligent and
entirely capable of voting. The
negative side argued the women were weaker than men and
would upset men’s places in the
business world.
“The debate proceeded with
enthusiastic zeal,” the author
wrote. “At times, the speaking
appeared like caged lions as
they paced the platform, and
caused the audience to shrink
back in fear.”
Ultimately, the affirmative
side won the debate. As the
women’s team wrote in their
column about it, the negative

side “had more speech than
real argument.”
“The ladies’ (debate) club
highly esteem the welcome
which they received from the
(men’s club,) and in future years
will remember the staunch supporters of their cause if any one
of them aspires to the presidential chair.”
Debates like this were being held on campus and local
churches, which were covered
across editions of The Echo and
The Gem—the name of the yearbook at the time. People were
actively engaging in opposing
viewpoints.
Eventually, women were given the right to vote and thus cemented the trajectory toward
equality. However, that decision
didn’t come without intentional
conversation and study.
Through studying women’s
history and engaging further
dialogue, what will the next 100
years hold?
Links for the archives mentioned
can be found in the online version
of this article at theechonews.com.
echo@taylor.edu
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Student grows her abilities for leadership in the Key Club
Haines talks about
experience

Marissa Muljat
Staff Writer

Through her state officer position of a community service
club, freshman Allison Haines’
confidence and abilities were
stretched in ways she didn’t
think possible.
Haines, from Valparaiso, Indiana, became a state officer for
the Key Club during her senior
year of high school. The Key Club
is an international community
service organization that high
school students can join.

Photograph by Marissa Muljat

Freshman Allison Haines reflects
on her Key Club leadership.

Haines defined the club as
being similar to student council, but rather than focusing on
school, they focus on the community. She explained how

being a member and leader of
the club left huge impacts on
her life.
“My view of community service and how a high schooler can serve is so much wider,”
Haines said.
Starting as a high school
freshman pressured into joining Key Club, the thought of going far in the club never crossed
Haines’ mind. When the opportunity to become secretary
during her sophomore year
arose, she took it. Junior year,
Haines became her high school
Key Club’s president.
During her senior year,
Haines’ adviser encouraged her
to run for state office. As a state
officer, she would be in charge
of organizing the Key Club State
Convention and overseeing the
various Key Clubs throughout
the state of Indiana.
When Haines found out she
won the position of state officer, she was excited but was
also very nervous and did not
feel ready for the task ahead.
“I didn’t think I was ready for
it, but it was really good to be
more behind the scenes when it
comes to leadership, and that’s
when I realized that’s just kind
of where I thrived,” Haines said.
“I loved being in charge of the
big picture idea where I didn’t
have to deal with all the little nitpicky stuff but I got to make sure
everything was organized and
make sure everyone else on my
team was working effectively.”
As a state officer, Haines felt
as though the project that allowed her to grow the most was

Photograph provided by Allison Haines

Freshman Allison Haines was involved in the Key Club in high school.

putting together the state convention. The Key Club State
Convention is an annual event
held in Indianapolis that draws
Key Club members from across
the state of Indiana.
The purpose of the convention is to conduct elections to
elect leaders for the following
year, perform policy changes,
put on community service workshops and to simply get the Key
Club members from across the
state in one place.
After countless hours of planning, Haines and her team went
to Indianapolis for the convention and had 24 hours to make

sure everything was set up and
ready to go.
“It really stretched me with
working with a team but also
stretched me with stress management,” Haines said. “Before that, I hadn’t learned how
to manage stress very well.”
In addition to helping set
up the convention, Haines
gave multiple speeches, conducted workshops on mental
health, ran elections and performed several other important tasks.
Haines said she had a stutter growing up, and that
was ver y difficult for her

confidence. Becoming a state
officer and having to give several speeches helped increase
her confidence and aided her
in finding her voice.
As a result, she has to work
a lot harder than most people to speak well . W hen
Haines is focused and has
a positive mindset, she becomes a stronger, more confident speaker.
“The more you practice and
the more confident you are, the
easier it comes,” Haines said. “If
you keep trying your best, then
your best will get better.”
After years of thinking she was

not good enough because of her
stutter, Haines finally realized
how that mindset was holding
her back.
She was able to switch her
mindset to one in which she
thinks about how others can
benefit from her doing her
best. This is something that she
learned through her participation in Key Club, as a member
aiding the community and also
as a leader, leading and guiding
those around her.
“The more I stretched myself,
the more I realized I have a lot
farther to go,” Haines said.
echo@taylor.edu
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for
a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
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The Fair Housing Act was signed into law in 1968.
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We have to teach about redlining
Learning about a
broken system

Photograph provided by Gage Skidmore

Adam Laxalt, former attorney general of Nevada,
expressed concern for mail-in ballots.

Our View

Pros, cons of mail-in
With the presence of
COVID-19 in this election season, many states are making
voting by mail more accessible than it has been in the
past. Several states including
Colorado, Hawaii, Oregon,
Utah, and Washington have
conducted all-mail elections
in the past, but for those that
have not, handling the massive
amounts of mailed ballots will
almost certainly prove to be
overwhelming.
The history of mail-in ballots
is a tricky one, because it’s not
necessarily reflective of how
the system actually works. Taylor’s Assistant Professor of Political Science, Dr. Jakob Miller,
was able to give more insight
on the subject.
Historically, mail-in voting
was said to have benefitted the
democractic party, according
to Miller, which led to democratic candidates and states
being pro-mail-in, whereas republican candidates and states
were less keen on the idea.
This is due to the initiative
behind the idea of mailing in
a ballot.
For instance, college students often had to vote by
mail, as they were not present
in their home county on voting day. College students are
assumed to vote more progressive, as compared to their
elderly counterparts who voted primarily conservative, according to Miller.
However, in a study conducted by Stanford, it was found that
mail-in voting had no benefit for
any one party over another.
“In our data, we confirm important conventional wisdom
among election experts: voteby-mail offers voters considerable convenience, increases
turnout rates modestly, but
has no discernible effect on

party vote shares or the partisan share of the electorate,”
the study said.
Miller continued by saying
that this is because mail-in
voting also encouraged the elderly population to vote more,
which ultimately balanced out
the new system.
But just because the system yields no partisan favor
does not mean that it is free
of flaws.
Earlier this year, Nevada
implemented all-mail voting,
but its former Attorney General Adam Laxalt has serious
doubts about the state’s ability
to conduct the process well.
“Nevada is simply not prepared to guarantee a safe and
free election,” Laxalt said to
Fox News.
In Indiana and most states,
registered voters are able to
vote by absentee ballot if they
cannot physically make it to
the polls on election day. This
includes a three-step process
of requesting a ballot application, sending in the application, and then filling in and
submitting a ballot. Recently,
however, some states are offering all-mail voting. As an alternative to requesting absentee
ballots, select states have adopted the mass-mailing of ballots to every registered voter,
and this has elicited a variety of
responses from people on both
sides of the political spectrum.
Miller offered the perspective that the application
process of absentee ballots
eliminates much of the risk of
voter fraud and helps ensure
that the person whose name
is on the ballot is indeed the
person who filled it out. Most
states that conduct universal
mail-in voting in addition to
absentee voting have extra
OUR VIEW continues on page A5

According to Oxford Languages, redlining is the refusal of a lo an b e cause
someone lives in an area
deemed a financial risk.
Redlining negatively affects the quality of American life.
A shift in school curriculum is one way to stop the
effects of redlining.
“ We c a n n o t j u st st ay
oblivious,” Carol Sisson ,
Associate Professor of Education at Taylor University, said about the topic of
redlining.
Red lining was a practice that actively fueled
segregation through home
insurance.
Redlining was deemed
illegal in 1968 by the Fair
Housing Act. Th e trickle-down of redlining is evident in America today, and
combating these effects is
vital.
This topic is not covered

Kyla
Russel

Guest
Contributor

in schools because it fav ors w hit e p e opl e, putting people of color at a
disadvantage.
To combat these effects,
redlining must b e thor oughly covered in schools.
C u r re n t ly, t h e t o p i c i s
breezed over.
“I remember being taught
what it was vaguely as a
topic, I was a sophomore in
high school,” freshman Ariana Layton said. “I hadn’t
heard of the practice before my sophomore year.”
To Layton, there is still a
lack of clarity around the
topic.
If the effects of redlining
aren’t clear from elementary school, it leaves little
room to rectify the issue.
Shane Wiegand, a fourthgrade teacher from Rochester, New York, outlines

the standard fourth-grade
histor y curriculum in
an article titled “ Teaching Redlining in Schools.”
Within the content, redlining is mentioned once.
Sisson was asked if her
own children were taught
about redlining in school.
“ They might have been
taught, but it certainly was
not a topic they came home
and talked about learning.
It probably was not taught
in a super relevant way.”
Sisson later echoes this
sentiment about how relevant the issue is made in
curriculum. “Redlining is
listed as one of a thousand
facts in middle school curriculum, and its effects are
never fully explained.” This
must change.
“I first heard the term
‘redlining ’ as a senior in
h i g h s c h o o l ,” f re s h m a n
Thiago Camacho said.
“And I didn’t even learn
about the topic through
school, I learned about it
through my own research
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Carol Sisson is the associate
professor of education.

and through social media,
the topic has to be taught
in schools, otherwise the
ef fe cts of red linin g w i l l
continue to perpetuate, the
cycle will continue.”
“ The time has come to
educate children about systemic racism, white privil e ge , i m p li c it bi a s , a n d
TEACH continues on page A5

Dignity for Black lives, loving your neighbor
Loving without
compromising beliefs
A few weeks ago, I began
to see individuals on campus
wearing shirts that read “Dignity for Black Lives.”
My initial reaction was to
assume that this message was
simply a cover for the broader
organization, Black Lives Matter (BLM), but localized to appeal to the Taylor community.
I was wrong.
A recent panel, put on by
Student Body President Emmanuel Terrell and Vice President Anna Craig, showed me
why.
The values of BLM are, put
bluntly, contentious with those
values held by the Taylor foundational documents and system of campus belief.
Interim President Paige
Cunningham, a member of
the panel, spoke on specific
values held by BLM, and the
issues found therein. BLM values quoted by the president
included gender reassignment surgery, decriminaliation of prostitution and free
abortions.

Sam
Jones

Co-Editor in
Chief

“I don’t think we, here, are
looking to affirm those values,”
Cunningham said.
Cunningham, while disagreeing with the beliefs of
BLM, was wearing a “Dignity
for Black Lives” shirt.
While specific beliefs of the
organization may cause individuals moral hesitation in
showing support, that is not to
say that there is no room left
for all individuals to affirm the
dignity that should be shown
to Black lives.
Whether or not you choose
to support the BLM organization, supporting universal dignity for Black lives is another
conversation entirely. I, for
one, do not support the BLM
organization agenda, for reasons similar to those explained
by Cunningham.
But that does not, in any way,
mean that I think less of Black
lives in America, or anywhere

in the world.
“If something is getting in
the way of you doing something good, say something
else,” Terrell said.
Yes, the values of BLM hinder me from supporting the
organization.
However, more importantly,
Taylor’s Office of Intercultural
Programming recognizes this
dilemma. That is why Taylor
supports “dignity for Black
lives.”
We, as a campus, should affirm the struggles that our
Black brothers and sisters have
experienced, and are still experiencing. Our support for the
dignity of Black lives is a way
for me to show support, to extend a hand and to say “I am
here to help” and that “I want
to be a part of the solution.”
Similar to the sentiment
shared by Terrell, I believe that
truth is valuable above all else.
The truth of the matter is that
the organization BLM holds
beliefs that I believe to be
unbiblical.
But, at the same time, affirming the dignity and worth

of Black lives locally, nationally
and globally is one of the most
biblical things I can do, especially given the status of American polarization.
“‘Dignity for Black lives’
speaks, and it doesn’t create
the issues of this other message,” said Greg Dyson, vice
president for intercultural leadership and church relations.
I couldn’t agree more.
“We are called to love before
we are called to agree,” Terrell
continued.
Given any context, specifically in terms of race relations, what is the most loving,
Christ-like thing in which I can
be involved?
For me, it is primarily loving the Lord my God, and
upholding his commandments; secondly, it is loving
my neighbor as myself. No, I
do not agree with all values
upheld by BLM. But, more
importantly, I uphold, affirm and will stand behind
the message “Dignity for
Black Lives.”
echo@taylor.edu

“Others have close relations with people
struggling with alcohol abuse and can attest
to its destructiveness.”
Dangers of Alcoholism
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teach them how to be actively anti-racist citizens,”
Shelby Stevens writes.
“Children of color should
not be forced into an education system that was set
up to favor white children.
Public schools must start
implementing the anti-racist curriculum.”
Sisson learned more
about redlining after coming to Taylor. She made it
her mission to educate her
students in the same way.
“I can tell w hen I ver bally teach about the
topic of redlining to my college-aged students, it goes
in one ear and out the other,” Sisson said.
To change this cycle, every year, she and her students travel to Chicago as
a part of a core class for the
education program.
During the trip, she
strives to make the topic
of redlining stick through
‘ hands-on’ experiences.
She takes her students from
one side of the street to another to show the difference
redlining still makes in the
quality of life for some people.
“ We c a n’ t u n d e r st a n d
current justice issues if we
don’t understand past injustices,” Sisson said.
By making learning about
re d l i n i n g t a n g i b l e , s h e
hopes to better educate her
students where their elementary and middle school
curriculum hasn’t.
In educating thi s way,
combatting the effects of
redlining is easier.
“By mandating public schools to reform and
teach anti-racist curriculum, we can move closer to
a place where all students
have equal opportunitie,”
Stevens wrote.
“ We can remove the discrimination and hate from
education to finally make
public schools productive
for everyone.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Kanye West is the greatest musician of this century
How one musician
rose above the rest
Jake
Wiekel

Staff
Contributor

Sales. Influence. Success.
Kanye West hits every mark
that makes somebody one of
the greatest artists of all time.
Kanye West is unarguably
the definition of a successful artist. He rocketed his way
onto the music mainstream
back in 2004 with his debut
album, ‘The College Dropout,’ and has maintained relevance on the music scene and
beyond ever since.
Whether it is his braggadocious attitude, his crazy antics,
or just his seeming inability to
fail, people always find a reason to hate on him or knock
him. However, all of the knocks
people have against him are
never rooted in his lack of artistic ability.
Denying Kanye’s artistic genius is simply ignorant, and
today I am going to try to enlighten you, the reader, on why
the title for greatest artist of
the 21st century goes to the
one and only Mr. West.
The reason why Kanye is
the greatest artist of this century is because of how well he
checks the boxes of what it
takes to be a great artist. Like
I said in the opening, there are
three things that make an artist great: sales, influence, and
success. While he may not be
the best artist for some of the
categories, even though he is
for one of them, his total scores
across the board are the reason
that he is a cut above the rest
of the field.
First, Kanye is a great artist because of his ability to
sell records. According to the
Recording Industry Association of America, Kanye has
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Kanye West has won 21 Grammys in his career.

seven platinum albums, six of
which are solo albums. He has
sold 21 million albums and has
amassed over 100 million digital downloads. He may not
sell as much as other artists,
such as Eminem or Drake, but
Kanye definitely moves enough
units to check off sales part of
the greatness. Not to mention,
this is the least important part
of the greatness criteria.
In addition to being able to
sell albums, Kanye makes music that has had incredible influence. Many current rap
artists cite Kanye as a major
influence on their music.
One album of his that
was particularly influential
was his 2008 album ‘808s
and Heartbreak.’
“‘808s’ made sullen solitude
fashionable again,” writes
Jayson Greene of Pitchfork

Magazine. “Most male R&B
stars want to be taken seriously
as a misunderstood anti-hero
now, and in this they are reenacting the public breakdown
that West staged without a net.”
At his most vulnerable,
Kanye made his most influential album. This album opened
up the floodgates of what now
saturates the rap music scene:
the usage of autotune and the
creation of emo rap. Kanye
made it cool for rap and R&B
artists to be open and emotional on their records.
Beyond just ‘808s and Heartbreak,’ Kanye is a mentor to
some of the biggest artists not
only in rap but in all of music.
Drake, Travis Scott, and Pusha T are only a few of the artists who have discussed how
he has had a great influence
on their music. Chance the

Rapper, who won 3 Grammys
off of his gospel-infused rap
album ‘Coloring Book,’ called
Kanye one of his biggest influences. Kanye is known for
having gospel influences on
his albums all throughout his
career.
“Kanye West is one of my biggest influences,” Chance said.
“He’s up there with Michael
Jackson in my world.”
Finally, the most important
aspect of what makes an artist
great is their critical success. It
doesn’t matter how many sales
an artist has; they won’t ever
have any legacy or influence if
they don’t make good music.
The good thing about Kanye
West is he does exactly that.
Whether you choose to look
at awards or critical ratings as
a measure of how good an artist is, Kanye more than checks

both of those boxes off. He has
21 Grammys to his name. According to Pitchfork album ratings, Kanye West averages a
score of 8.4/10 on his albums.
This is already an impressive
number, but even more impressive when you consider that he
has maintained this number
while having eleven albums to
his name.
The highs of Kanye’s discography are almost incomparable
to any other artist this century. His 2010 album ‘My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy’
earned a perfect 10/10 score
from Pitchfork.
He also has six albums in
Rolling Stone’s latest “500
Greatest Albums of All Time”
list, with ‘My Beautiful Dark
Twisted Fantasy’ landing all
the way up at the number
17 spot.
There are plenty of articles out on the internet that
talk about ‘My Beautiful Dark
Twisted Fantasy’ being the
best rap album of all time and
even the best overall album of
this century. This alone should
speak to Kanye’s greatness, but
it is also those other albums
that cause him to be the critically best artist of this century.
It is those other five albums
that also made the “500 Greatest Albums of All Time” list that
help separate him from the
rest. Not to mention, Kanye
has never had a critically bad
album. No album by him has
scored lower than a 7.0/10 on
the Pitchfork rating scale.
The genius and talent of
Kanye West is undeniable,
regardless of whether or not
people like him. He checks off
every box and is the best artist
of this century and one of the
best of all time.
Kanye West defines greatness in his music, and he has
done more than enough to earn
the title of “Greatest Artist of
This Century”. Nobody else really comes close.
echo@taylor.edu

The U.S. doesn’t consider the dangers of alcoholism like it should
How abuse of alcohol
varies by nation
Alcoholism ruins lives and
families, but many people don’t
take it seriously. Coming from
Russia, I have seen the effects
alcohol can have on a nation
and its inhabitants. I don’t even
want to touch alcohol with all
that I know and have seen, but
that doesn’t matter to Americans. They don’t think it is a big
issue; a lot of them think getting drunk is funny, and that alcoholism isn’t a huge issue in
the U.S. They are wrong.
One of the biggest reasons
for this is that people don’t talk
about it enough. Several people
that I interviewed didn’t have
much experience or knowledge of alcoholics and dealing
with them. One of them pointed out the reason. “I think they
would try and push [alcoholism] down and ignore it, but it
would probably keep coming
back and causing more problems and things,” high school
senior Katlyn Crawford said.
While keeping the problems
quiet may seem like the safe
and comfortable thing to do,
it really just makes the problem worse in the long run. The
more directly people can hear
about the alcohol addiction,
the more real and impactful
it will be for them. I can talk
about all the drunks I have seen
in Russia, fishing in dumpsters
for a last drink from someone’s
thrown away bottle, but people won’t care much. They’ll
think “Wow, Russia does have
a drinking problem, I wish I
could do something to help,”

Darin
Jordan

Staff
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but they won’t realize that similar problems exist right where
they live in the U.S.
Americans may think of Russia’s problems as far removed
from their own, but the root
of the Russian is also something Americans struggle with.
World Magazine reporter Jessica Golloher said that some
of the factors are “the lack
of adequate social services,
employment opportunities
and depression.”
Especially in the midst and
aftermath of a global pandemic, life is not the most stable,
and people all over the world
are more likely to turn to vices
as a sort of escape from a world
that seems to be falling apart.
Maybe Americans don’t
want to admit that they struggle with similar problems, and
that is why they laud Russia’s
drinking. Whatever the case,
alcoholism is not a small problem in the U.S. NPR reporter
Camila Domonoske said that
general levels of drinking have
gone up in the U.S. The data
from 1992 to 2013 shows a significant increase 2002-2013 in
dangerous alcohol habits in
the U.S., and it shows that some
groups are more affected than
others. “Problems with alcohol
increased by nearly 50%,” Domonoske said. “Among women,
alcohol abuse and dependence
increased by 83.7%. Among (B)
lack people, it increased by
92.8 percent. Among the poor

(earning less than $20,000) it
rose by 65.9%.” It may seem
like this is more “ promoting
gender equality” or something,
but it is pretty terrible no matter what it is. I don’t care if
people think drinking excessive amounts of alcohol makes
them stronger; it is disgusting.
Some may be unaware of the
silent menace in our country,
but others have close relations
with people struggling with alcohol abuse and can attest to
its destructiveness. “One of my
cousins got arrested for drinking and driving,” said sophomore Jack Pinkston. “And then
the other one actually lost his
job because he wasn’t able to
show up on time.”
This is just one example
of alcoholism hurting people’s lives. It was fortunate
that these instances reflected
most of the pain back on them,
unlike some who have killed
people driving drunk or doing
other stupid things.
The question, then, is how
do we get it on more people’s
radar? This is important to
raise awareness and prevent it
from growing. Children’s formative years are very important for warning them about the
dangers of alcoholism. I know
that when I was growing up is
probably when I saw a lot of the
results of alcoholism that have
affected my feelings about the
topic now.
The Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Administration says that “lots of little
talks are more effective than
one ‘big talk.’” Having multiple
talks on the subject will keep

it from being a one-and-done
talk. It will also help build the
relationship between child and
parent which is one of the best
ways to keep kids from drinking as they grow up. Outside
of the home, though, it is difficult to educate people on the
dangers of alcoholism. From
my experience, kids in school
just laugh a lot of the stuff off
when it is explained to them,
just like many of the drug talks.
I don’t really have any great
ideas; maybe leaders of clubs
or any figures kids would trust
at a young age, would be able
to help them realize the threat
if their parents will not. In this
case, if there is anything that
can be done, those in better positions should try to help the
kids and families into better
situations. When people are
poor and depressed, they are
far more likely to ruin themselves with alcoholism than if
they are happy and running a
business. So productivity is
the answer? Not quite. Even
productive people can be depressed, they need hope.
Really, Jesus is the answer.
Helping people into better fiscal situations is good, but people need the hope and promise
that is found in knowing the
true God and what He can do.
Not that evangelizing alcoholics is as easy as I am making it
sound, but hope is a good cure
for depression, I think.
God is the one who will
eventually rid the world of all
sin, but for now, we need to do
our best in doing his work in
spreading his love.
echo@taylor.edu
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Laws on mail-in ballots vary by state.
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precautions in place to make
up for the lack of initial verification that the application
process provides.
“The main danger is being
a state that is brand new to
mail-in voting and has not
yet figured out some way to
catch up that additional verification,” Miller said.
Withcontinues
manyonstates
SORRY
page 5 employing this method of voting for
the first or second time this
election, Miller’s point is extremely applicable and calls
for serious consideration. If
a significant number of votes
are cast through all-mail

voting in states that are not
well equipped with the proper
ID verification to detect any
fraudulent voting habits, then
we could be facing serious
difficulties in keeping the integrity of this election intact.
The Our View represents
the official opinion of the student newspaper on different
issues, as determined by a
consensus of The Echo Editorial board members. Readers
are welcome to submit their
views on these issues in a letter to the editor to:
echo@taylor.edu
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“It stretched the norms of what you would expect
when you walk into an art gallery, and I like that
that’s reflective of the time we’re in right now.”
Artist gives virtual talk back
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Wind ensemble performs pop-up concert
Ensemble able to
perform with regulations
Olivia Yatooma
Staff Writer

The Taylor University Wind
Ensemble made its semester debut by performing a fifteen-minute pop-up concert
in the LaRita Boren Campus
Center.
Christopher Bade, professor of music and director of
the Wind Ensemble, led the
performance by conducting
three pieces: ‘Washington Post
March’ and ‘March of the Royal
Trumpets’ by John Philip Sousa,
and ‘Strange Humors’ by John
Mackey.
Amidst the coronavirus pandemic, the Wind Ensemble has
done its level best to maintain
an environment where students
are able to express themselves
through their instrument in
a low-pressure, welcoming
environment.
Freshman and first chair clarinet player Nina Gillespie spoke
about the adjustments that
the Wind Ensemble has had to
make in order to maintain their
weekly practices.
“All of our chairs are spread
apart,” Gillespie said. “Usually
we would have two people on
one stand sharing music and

the band set up would be in an
arch. Now with COVID, we are
spread out and nobody shares
a stand or music.”
While performing in the popup concert Oct. 12, the players
remained 6 ft. apart and in
straight lines.
Bade referenced research that
surfaced in Europe regarding
small droplets in the air, called
aerosols, and its effects. According to this research, when
bands play their instruments
the minute little particles float
around in the air and can stay
floating around in the air for
a long period of time depending on the air circulation. Bade
explained that a similar study
was conducted in America and
reached the same conclusion,
just with a lesser severity.
Basing his social distancing precautions off of this research, Bade set up his practice
rooms with chairs being 6 to 9
ft. apart. Additionally, Bade had
to take extra precautions for
flute players.
“Wind players are OK, but not
flutes,” Bade explained. “Part
of their air doesn’t go into the
instrument, it goes out. So, I
have to put barriers around the
flute players.”
Bade also touched on logistics regarding the reality of student practices and the pop-up
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Taylor University’s Wind ensemble kicks off their semester with a performance on Oct. 12.

concert as far as the new setup
and the negative aspects that
it has on the way that students
play their instruments and read
their music.
“When you sit next to somebody it’s way more fun, and
string players have both hands
going so when they have to turn
a page, it’s brutal for them to
stop playing, turn the page and
then get back into playing position,” Bade explained.

Although social distancing
precautions have tampered
with the dynamic of the Wind
Ensemble, both the players and
the director remain in good
spirits.
“I can’t imagine being in
school without having band,”
Gillespie said. “In a time where
nothing is normal because of
COVID-19 and the transition to
college, band is the only other
constant in my life besides God.”

In addition to the positivity of
the students involved in Wind
Ensemble, Bade reflects on the
new territory that the pandemic has brought into the environment of the Wind Ensemble,
specifically referencing the popup concert.
“We would have been reluctant to do what we did the other day, from the standpoint of
‘Here’s something we’re going to
do and it’s only going to be 15

minutes long and we are only
going to tell our friends, and
hopefully it will gain word of
mouth,’” said Bade.
Bade stresses the idea that
prior to the pandemic, he
would have had to reserve
the space, get maintenance to
set up their space, get a PA to
oversee it, and hand out programs. The pandemic has allowed the Wind Ensemble to
put on performances like the
pop-up concert that are more
spontaneous and easily allow Taylor students to enjoy
their music.
Conclusively, Bade emphasizes that he is simply grateful for the Wind Ensemble
to not only perform in popup concerts, but to play instruments with one another
amidst a world that is full of
such uncertainty.
“I am grateful that the students here understand that
playing music is fun and that
there is a certain level of excellence that they should expect, but what they really get
is that we’re making music because God’s given them a talent, and that we should glorify
Him through this talent,” Bade
said. “That part has actually been accentuated during
this time.”
echo@taylor.edu

Netflix debuts ‘Emily in Paris’
Show offers an easy
escape to binge-watch
Amelia Bostick
Staff Writer
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Artists Laura Tabbut and Justine Sorsen participate in a talk-back session at
Taylor University to their piece, ‘A Pattern in the Sky’ on Oct. 16

Artists gives virtual talk back
Couple share about
Ohio-themed exhibit
Mer Fenton
Staff Writer

Bees. Airplanes. Prairie Flowers. All of these have a hidden history in Ohio, but often may not be
appreciated until time is taken to
investigate. However, all of this is
done through art in Metcalf Gallery’s latest exhibit, ‘A Pattern in
the Sky’.
On Oct. 16, artists Laura Tabbut and Justin Sorsen presented
their studies in ‘Pattern’ to Taylor students. Due to COVID-19,
the married couple could not
be present in person. Instead,
they Zoomed in to give the presentation of their new Metcalf
installation. As an alternative
to students asking live questions, they submitted them to
Laura Stevenson, assistant professor of art, ahead of time to
pass along.
Tabbut and Sorsen are a married couple who teach and create visual arts together. Both
are professors at Mount Vernon Nazarene University. Due to
their location in rural Ohio, they
had to become innovative when
COVID-19 hit, since they had to
travel about an hour to get their
usual art materials from Columbus. They didn’t feel this was
practical or ethical in the time of
COVID-19, so they turned their focus to experimenting with what
was around them.
“As an artist, having the ability to fail is really important,” said
Tabbut. “It’s also important to be
able to have the ability to adapt

to whatever situation or materials you have.”
They also started to pursue
more embodied research. This
method encourages inspiration
in researching the environment
a person is present in, and using
what is around instead of bringing new items and ideas in. One
piece in ‘Pattern’ where this was
practiced consisted of collecting
air, and occasionally botanicals,
from different parts of Ohio. The
air is captured in glass jars, and
labeled with the state and air
quality.
Tabbut and Sorsen were also
greatly inspired by the Wright
brothers. Because they never
went to high school or college,
they had to work out of their
backyard, and did what they
could with what they had around
them.
One project on display in ‘Portraits’ consists of footage of Huffman Prairie, where the Wright
brothers took their first flight.
The piece focused on what the
atmosphere of the prairie would
have been at the time, with a consistent whir of an airplane played
over the footage.
This required a two-hour trip
for Tabbut and Sorsen, and while
they were there, they stopped at
a local donutshop. While there,
they captured footage of the
shop, people with their donuts
and the donutbeing pulled apart
as this was another in-the-moment experience for them. However, what was just a passing
moment for them, though, struck
others very personally.
Sophomore Sara Wolf hails
from Dayton, Ohio, and lives

just ten minutes from the shop
that inspired the couple. For her,
the footage in the shop was personal and filled with much deeper meaning. Wolf felt this was a
theme common in the work displayed, and could see how personal and intimate the work
produced over quarantine was.
“It was very versatile,” she said.
“It stretched the norms of what
you would expect when you walk
into an art gallery, and I like that
that’s reflective of the time we’re
in right now.”
Tabbut’s personal connection
to some of the work can be found
deep in the Wright brother’s history as well. Present at the brother’s first flight was a beekeeper,
Amos Root. Tabbut has kept bees
as well,and feels bees have influenced her art and research. She
took interest in the pairing of naturally flying creatures with the
first artificial ones.
On display in ‘Portraits’ is a
preserved queen bee from Ohio
this year, and in the talk back,
Tabbut showed other art she
has worked with, creating visual
representations of a bee’s sound
wave.
Junior Art Major Tori Bonar
appreciated how focused Tabbut was on what she already had.
“I feel like a lot of the time, artists go out of their way to learn a
lot to create art,” she said. “But really, there’s a balance because we
do have a lot of interests already.
So, we should be using those to
their potential”.
‘A Pattern of the Sky’ can be
seen in Metcalf Gallery until
Nov. 24.
echo@taylor.edu

When a selfie featuring a croissant that gives off Facebookmom-vibes is the type of photo to
go viral on Instagram, you know
you’re dealing with an entirely
different universe.
It just so happens to be the universe in which the new Netflix
show, ‘Emily in Paris,’ takes place.
We open with our protagonist, Emily Cooper, taking her
casual five-mile morning run on
the suburb streets of Chicago, Illinois—a scene that lasts maybe
15 seconds and seems to be only
included to show that Cooper
lives in Chicago.
In classic movie magic, Cooper
hasn’t broken a sweat, and the
next thing you know, she’s strutting into the office, tablet in hand
and ready to set up the main plot
for the rest of the show.
Here’s the lowdown. Cooper
works for a marketing firm, Gilbert Group, which has just acquired a luxury French marketing
firm, Savoir. Cooper’s boss, Madeline Wheeler, is planning on moving to France to work with this
new firm and provide an American perspective on their social
media outreach. That is, until she
discovers she’s pregnant.
Of course, Cooper must fill in.
With her flawless selfie-filled Instagram feed, how could she not
just drop everything and move
to France to provide the people of Paris with her social media expertise? The only issue:
her long-term relationship… and
the fact she doesn’t speak a word
of French.
Enter Doug, the generic looking middle-aged businessman
boyfriend who looks like he
would maybe last one round on
‘The Bachelorette’ and then be
kicked off the next week, simply because everyone forgot
he existed.
In similar fashion, Doug lasts
one episode and suddenly can’t
take it anymore and breaks off
the relationship with Cooper in
the next.
This leaves Cooper to focus
more on her French language
studies and her career with
Savoir, despite the fact that all of
her coworkers hate her. In fact,

her boss at Savoir, Sylvie, shares
my feelings on Cooper’s Instagram and frequently scoffs at the
high angled selfies featuring Cooper’s best duck face.
Aside from just Cooper’s Instagram, however, the French in
this show seem to have an issue
with the overall idea of using social media as an effective outreach avenue.
While I’m not from France,
I have a feeling they use social
media marketing techniques almost as much as they do here in
America. The France portrayed
in ‘Emily in Paris’ seems to be an
outdated and stereotyped version
of the France that actually exists
to us in the real world.
The whole show is an Americanized glimpse of Parisian
lifestyle from the spotless city
streets to the hot neighbor living
next door.
In fact, the hot neighbor in
question, Gabriel, is of course
Cooper’s new love interest, despite the fact that he has a girlfriend who happens to be one of
Cooper’s closest friends that she
has made in Paris.
He owns a restaurant across
the street and in addition to preparing Cooper meals, he lets her
use his shower when her own
shower breaks. He is unable to
communicate with the French
speaking plumber, which of
course keeps tension high.
However, the writers of the
show tend to throw in backstories for side-characters like Gabriel that I don’t care about, and
I don’t think other viewers care
about either. Cooper’s friend,
Mindy Chen, a random woman
Cooper runs into on the streets of
France, is suddenly given a backstory, taking up almost an entire
episode that frankly, went in one
ear and out the other.
But, it’s the tense web of friendships and love triangles in this
show that I think appeals so
much to audiences worldwide,
especially American ones. Our
obsession with overly romanticized television and picture-perfect travel fits perfectly with the
narrative ‘Emily in Paris’ portrays.
‘Emily in Paris’ allows viewers to escape to a time when international travel was less risky
and COVID-19 was not a constant
threat at our doorsteps.
Under other circumstances, I think this show would be

receiving countless more critiques. But, with people restless
to get out of the house and see
new horizons, ‘Emily in Paris’ is
a perfect show to pass the time
and escape to an alternate reality while also getting a laugh
out of the hilarity in the production quality.
echo@taylor.edu
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Netflix dropped their new
series, ‘Emily in Paris’ on Oct. 2.

A&E
EVENTS

Faculty Recital:
Conor Angell &
Clifton Davis
Oct. 22 29, 12-1 p.m.
Recital Hall

Guest Piano Recital :
Samuel Rotman
Oct. 30, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Recital Hall

Gaslight Films:
Parasite

Oct. 30 &31, 8:30-10:30 p.m.
Cornwall Auditorium

Global Music
Concert

Nov. 10,- 7:30 – 8:30pm
Recital Hall

Jane Eyre

Nov. 13-14, 7-10 p.m.
Nov. 15, 2-4:30 p.m.
Nov. 20-21, 7-10 p.m.
Nov. 22, 2-4:30 p.m
Mitchell Theatre

Blessing Kohol
Senior

Where do you get inspiration for your outfits from?
“I’ve always been fashionable. My mom is also pretty fashionable. I get
it from her. We have the same style and mindset in how you wear colors
together, how you should look to go to church or look professional.”

What is your favorite item of clothing?
My shoes, my heels--I have about 32 pairs of heels. My favorite pair I
have are these red stilettos, I just love them because they are red.
It’s so classy, very red carpet.

Any advice for people looking to up their fashion game?
I would say just be you and do what’s comfortable for you. I love wearing colors, it just matches my personality. I feel confident in what I wear
but I’m also confident. Just being confident is also very important because it is what you wear that makes you confident, but you have to
be confident before that. And then when you wear it, it just ups the
confidence level. Own it, walk like ‘yes I own this town,
I’ve got the keys to this town.’”

Junior

Avery Anderson

Sophomore

De’Ariss Hope
Where do you get inspiration for your outfits from?
My sister helps me out a lot. If I’m wearing something new, she’ll tell
me if it’s trash or not.

Who are some of your fashion icons?
ASAP Rocky, Khalid (and) Tyler, the Creator.

Junior

Nick Woltjer
Young Thug and homeless people.

Who are some of your fashion icons?
Where do you get inspiration for your outfits from?
Something I can be active in, I like things to be cool, but then I’ll
wear them into the woods too.
Inconsistent.

How would you describe your style?

Any advice for people looking to up their fashion game?

Black jeans white shirt. Or shoes. I think shoes make or break
an outfit 100%.

Where do you buy most of your clothes?
I usually shop at Old Navy for jeans; I have a lot of graphic tees and
jackets (from TJ Maxx); and my kicks are usually from Footlocker or
Designer Shoe Warehouse.

What is the best accessory?

My fanny pack, it’s a Vance fanny pack.

What is your favorite item in your closet?
What is your least favorite trend?

Sophomore

Justin Meininger

Who are some of your fashion icons?

This is hard. I like artists like Princess Nokia; for grunge goth I
like Rick Owens. And David from Schitt’s Creek.

Where do you get inspiration for your outfits from?

What is your favorite item in your closet?

My mom is a fashion designer, so I got some of her stuff. (Also)
movies, Grailed (and) social media like TikTok and Instagram.

What is your personal fall necessity?

Innovate boots because they are something no one has. They
never really made it on the market but I was connected to
someone who sold them so I got a pair and I really like them.

I wear a lot of joggers, like heavy joggers that are warm
but also really comfortable.

A necklace.

What is the best accessory?

Freshman

Roneisha Jackson

Who are some of your fashion icons?

Junior

Who are some of your fashion icons?

Whatever you feel like wearing, just be yourself. That is the
greatest and best thing you could ever be.

Any advice for people looking to up their fashion game?

I think my go-to accessory will probably be a watch or some
type of bag, mostly a book bag.

What is the best accessory?

A fall necessity would be a jacket or a hat

What is your personal fall necessity?

My favorite items in my closet are my blazers or my ties.

What is your favorite item in your closet?

Honestly, anywhere that is cheap and the most days is Walmart,
Goodwill, Forever 21, and H&M. H&M for men’s pants.

Where do you buy most of your clothes?

Nina Simone or Zendaya. All around, I just love any business
woman that loves to wear blazers. I look up to them, especially
like Oprah.

Where do you buy most of your clothes?

Casual; so me.

How would you describe your style?

Whatever time I wake up.

Where do you get inspiration for your outfits from?

My mom; (her style is) very casual and then bam, Gucci shoes.

Mitch Canada

“Never tell yourself ‘that’s not something I would wear.’ I feel like
a lot of people say ‘oh, I don’t feel like I could pull it off,’
like never say ‘I couldn’t pull that off,’
because the only person telling
you that is you.

I don’t like how Aeropostale and Hollister are (hated on), I feel
like they still have some nice clothes. But I’m not going to
wear them because I’m not trying to get flushed.

Junior

Grace Zander
Who are some of your fashion icons?
Courtney Mawhorr and young Leonardo DiCaprio.
Euphoria, surf culture, films, social media in general, especially pinterest, (and) my friends.

Who are some of your fashion icons?
Grace Zander. I get a lot of inspiration from Pinterest. I don’t really
follow celebrities or anything, it’s more outfits I see and like
and recreate.

What is your favorite item in your closet?

Where do you get inspiration for your outfits from?

Goodwill, H&M (and) Urban Outfitters.

Personality and confidence (is) special. I could be wearing some
bullcrap but I’m confident about it so it’s like, ‘Ooh, he looks kind
of good, actually.’

Where do you buy most of your clothes?

Any advice for people looking to up their fashion game?

What is the best accessory?

Target, Urban Outfitters, Walmart, Goodwill, (and) TJ Maxx.

Earrings. (Check out @wiredbygrace!)
Use fashion as a means of expressing yourself and not as a means of
following trends or copying other people.

As long as you’re confident, anything looks good on a confident
person.
Air Force 1’s.

What is your least favorite trend?
Socks and Birkenstocks or socks and Chocos.

What is your least favorite trend?

What is the best accessory?
Any advice for people looking to up their fashion game?

My rings because I’ve collected them over time. I like having things
from different stages of my life that I can wear all at once. They’re
also the one thing in my style that never really changes. I’ve always
worn rings, and everything else about my style has changed.

What is your personal fall necessity?
A good pair of boots such as Doc Martens or a statement coat.

What is the best accessory?
Earrings, I have like 50 plus pairs. (I) match the earrings and the outfit.

Any advice for people looking to up their fashion game?
Don’t be afraid to look unique. I know it’s hard when everybody
dresses the same here, but I learned to stand out. Also I love
pattern mixing. I love to break the rules like mixing colors that
aren’t supposed to be worn together. Be yourself.
Don’t conform.

TROJAN NATION
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College football season off to crazy start Golf wraps up
Upsets and surprises
everywhere
Markus Miller
Sports Editor

The weirdest part of 2020
isn’t the pandemic or the upcoming election. It’s not even
the empty stadiums during
sporting events. It’s the 2020
college football season.
While that may be a bit of an
exaggeration, college football
has been anything but normal
at this point in the season.
T h e B i g Te n re tu r n e d
this weekend and joined
their power-five conference
brothers in participating in
pandemic-football.
House of Pain’s ‘Jump Around’
played through Camp Randall
Stadium on Friday in Madison,
Wisc., but no students were
there to partake in the tradition.
Washington Post writer
Chuck Culpepper called the
occurrence “a glaring oddity
tucked amid new-normal oddities, such as when the giant stadium screens at Alabama show

the band marching, coaxing
the eyes to glimpse down to the
field, where there’s no band.”
Ohio Stadium, affectionately called “The Shoe,” was empty. Memorial Stadium, 100 miles
south of Taylor, donned cardboard cut-out fans in the endzone seats.
Everyone expected 2020 college football to be odd. Minimal
fans, no tailgating and conference-only schedules were the
low-hanging fruits to football
purists. Fans knew that bizarre
occurrences were coming, but
instead of just those things, college football fans have been gifted weird football, too.
The Southeastern Conference, a historically defense-first
conference, is all of a sudden putting up huge scoring
numbers. Alabama and Georgia faced off in primetime last
weekend, and Alabama hung 41
points on a Georgia team that
was lauded for having perhaps
the best defense in the nation
going into the matchup.
For perspective, that was only
the second time in the series

Photograph provided by Wikimedia Commons

Bryant-Denny Stadium played host to Georgia vs. Alabama last week, one of the biggest games of the season

history between the two squads
where a team scored 40 points
or more. They’ve played 70
times. Through four games, Alabama is giving up 28.8 points a
game. In 2019 that number was
18.6, in 2018 it was 18.1 and in

2017 it was 11.9.
The week before, Alabama
surrendered 48 points to unranked Mississippi. Ole Miss,
under first-year coach Lane Kiffin, dissected the Tide’s defense
of 5-star recruits and future NFL

talent.
“We’ve never played this way
on defense,” Alabama Head
Coach Nick Saban said about
the game. “It’s certainly not
what we aspire to be as a defensive team, and we’re going

to work hard with our players.”
Take Louisiana State as another example. The Tigers are
giving up a porous 32 points a
game.
Some coaches have hypothesized that the high-scoring
numbers come from a lack of
practice time due to COVID-19.
H o w e v e r, i t i s n’ t j u s t
high-scoring numbers. It seems
like every single week, a few
elite teams are either being
upset or being threatened by
teams that shouldn’t be able to
compete with them.
Last week, the No. 3 team in
the AP Poll, Notre Dame, beat
1-3 Louisville 13-7. North Carolina, who was ranked No. 5 at
the time, lost to winless Florida State. South Carolina beat
Auburn for the first time since
1933.
Fans aren’t just witnessing
a crazy year of COVID-19 restrictions, but one of the most
unpredictable and jumbled seasons in recent memory. Outside of a few elite teams, no one
seems to know what to expect.
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor women’s basketball lacing up again for new season
Women’s Basketball
season overview

Claire Nieshalla
Staff Writer

The team could hardly believe
what they were hearing. They
had just come off of a win and
were lacing up for practice when
the bad news hit. Hard.
“Put your shoes away. They’ve
cancelled the tournament.”
No sports team deserves to be
turned away from the national tournament after months of
hard work and preparation, but
the Taylor Women’s basketball
team experienced just that.
For seniors, they had played
the last game of their college
career without knowing, and
the whole team was devastated, as the opportunity to be in
the coveted position of national champions was stripped away.
Compared to all of the hours put
in to be in the running for national champions, the suddenness of
the news was almost unreal and
nothing but unfair.
Despite the disappointment,
tears and frustration of the unfortunate turn of events, the team
is motivated in a way that only
COVID-19 could have channeled

such an inner desire to come
back. This year’s opponents are
not just other competing teams,
but the virus that seemed to defeat it all.
With the initial shock behind
them, the team i s making strides
to come back better and stronger. Practices have been dedicated to building up the fairly young
team and keeping an open mind
toward evaluation. Every new
team means a new year to compete, evaluate and execute.
Coach Martinez refuses to
use the term “winning” when
it comes to coaching; instead,
he believes that when his girls
compete against each other and
self every day at practice and
other teams at games, the results will come. Keeping it simple and setting the expectation to
be the best on and off the court
is how Martinez sees the team
succeeding.
One of the many ripple effects
of the virus has been the limited fan base allowed at sporting
events, and sports at Taylor has
been no exception. Both senior
Kiara Nieto and junior Merideth Deckard said how the team
feeds off of fans’ energy and encouragement; this is a significant change that they will need
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Taylor women’s basketball is attempting to build off their last few seasons.

to compensate for.
Along with less fans and the
given of less travel, Coach Martinez has intentionally been taking steps to create practices that
avoid contact as much as possible. This includes separating staff
and players.
“I try to organize practice

where there’s not much contact
with staff,” said Martinez.
Thankfully, his voice easily
carries across the gym as he instructs from a distance, doing
what he can to respect the guidelines and keep the team on the
court and everyone on campus.
From that one unexpected turn

of events back in March, Nieto
and Deckard have learned to live
every day to the fullest.
“Time flies,” they both said in
separate interviews.
You never know when something will be your last, and this
was a lesson the entire team
learned.

While they may not be lacing up their shoes during the
national tournament, Taylor Women’s Basketball is lacing up shoes and showing
up each day to practices and
upcoming games to make a
memorable season.
echo@taylor.edu

The Trojans are ready to battle for a tournament appearance
Men’s basketball team
has something to prove
Jake Weikel
Staff Writer

The Trojans are ready to go
to war on the court.
After narrowly missing it last
year, the men’s basketball team
is looking to earn an NAIA national tournament berth.
“Last year, from our league
there were five teams that went
to the national tournament in
the field of 32 teams that finished first, second, third, fourth
and fifth (in the conference,)”
Head Coach Josh Andrews said.
“We finished sixth.”
The team is trying to navigate its way through a Crossroad s L eagu e filled with
competition. In order to earn
that tournament nod, the Trojans are going to have to prove
people wrong. The Trojans are
currently ranked ninth out
of the ten Crossroads League
teams, according to the preseason poll.
The Trojans aren’t discouraged by the ranking. In fact, it
is something that the team is

using as additional motivation.
“ We see the Crossroads
leagues preseason ranking,
and we’re ranked ninth right
now, after we had a really good
season last year and finished
sixth,” senior James McCloud
said. “So, that puts a little fire
under me. I’m ready to kind of
prove, you know, the rankers
wrong in that matter.”
Playing in a tough conference means that there are no

nights off. Five out of the ten
Crossroads League teams are
ranked, and an additional
team is receiving votes. Each
night is a battle, and each win
is important.
The coach and the players all echoed the same sentiment that any team can win
any matchup on any given night
for inter-Crossroads matchups.
This is why Taylor believes that
they can make some noise in

their conference.
“These guys have what it
takes in the program to be able
to keep pushing and reaching
for that, we want to be a national tournament team,” Andrews
said. “That’s hard to do in our
league; it’s so talented and the
depth is incredible. The tenth
place team can be the first
place team.”
Th e Tro jan s h av e m any
key returners on the team

this year. Juniors CJ Penha
and Jason Hubbard return to
the team after averaging 16.6
and 13.2 points per game respectively, while Penha also
added 9.5 rebounds. Seniors
Vincent Miranda and James
McCloud are also key returners for the team. Miranda was
the team’s leading scorer off
of the bench last year, averaging 9.1 points per game,
while McCloud contributed
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Taylor men’s basketball is hoping to take another step this season in their goal of reaching nationals.

6.4 points and 6.1 rebounds
per game.
The Trojans did lose two key
players from last year to this
year. Mason Degenkolb and
Ryan Robinson made up two
of the top three scorers on the
team last year, so replacing
them is not going to be easy.
“I don’t think it falls on one
person’s shoulders to kind
of pick up what we lose from
losing them,” Miranda said. “I
think it’s kind of a team effort
from the scoring end from just
that leadership role all around.”
Despite these losses, the
Trojans don’t expect to fall
back a step. This year’s team
b o ast s more l en g th than
they’ve had in the past, which
is something they believe will
help them on the defensive
side of the ball. The potential
starting five could contain
at least four people who are
above 6’4”.
This season will be a battle
night in and night out. The Trojans will have a rough road to
securing a tournament berth,
but they believe they have
what it takes to get there.
echo@taylor.edu

“This could be a special season, and we just want to
embrace that. Embrace the expectations, but still, just
appreciate the journey of working hard, and they do that.”
Golf wraps up fall season last weekend with victories
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azy start Golf wraps up fall season last weekend with victories
Both teams finish
with wins

Markus Miller
Sports Editor

The Taylor men’s and women’s
golf teams finished their fall season last weekend at the Purgatory
Invitational in Noblesville, Indiana. Both teams finished first in
a seven-team field.
Senior Nicole Jung, who has
taken first in three of the five
tournaments the women’s team
has played this year, fired a 75–
74–74 in her three rounds to take
home first place in the women’s
tournament. The week before,
she placed first in the Battle at
the Henge.
“Being late in the season, it was
a little bit more challenging because of the weather,” Jung said
about the Battle at the Henge. “I
just took it shot by shot and just
tried to stay in the moment. If I
hit a bad shot, just try to make
up for it.”

The women’s team won four of
the five tournaments they played
in this fall season, with their only
non-victory coming at the UIndy Fall Invitational, where they
placed third behind two teams
ranked in the NCAA Division II
poll.
Despite only playing in one
spring tournament last year, the
women’s team established itself as a national contender before the season was canceled
due to COVID-19. They had finished the year ranked No. 4 and
were the only team to knock off
No. 1 ranked Keiser University in
a tournament.
“We’re all on the same page,
and we’ve got a great team,”
Head Coach Cam Andry said.
“This could be a special season,
and we just want to embrace that.
Embrace the expectations, but
still, just appreciate the journey
of working hard, and they do that.”
The Trojans have an experienced group, and when seniors
Annie Stimmel and Maddie

Thomas decided to return for
another season, that experience
only grew. Now, they have anywhere from four to five seniors
competing at each tournament.
“Having that experience and
having played so long together is
something that helps,” Jung said.
“And we’re trying to use that to
push and better the younger players as well.”
The women’s team finished the
fall season with a 27–2 record,
including a 21–0 record against
NAIA opponents.
On the men’s side, more uncertainty was present coming
into the season, but the younger
group grew throughout the fall
and finished strong with backto-back first-place finishes in
tournaments.
Junior Javan Johnson, who’s a
sophomore in athletic eligibility, paced the Trojans at the Purgatory Invitational and notched
his first career individual title
the week before in the Battle at
the Henge.

“I just wanted to make it simple,” Johnson said about the difficult conditions in the Battle at the
Henge. “You don’t want to make
golf harder than it is, and keeping
it simple and hitting the ball well
helped me a lot.”
Johnson, who dealt with an injury that kept him out much of his
freshman year and then a shortened sophomore year, has only
played a little over half a semester of college golf before this season. Still, he finds himself one of
the more experienced players on
the men’s roster.
Andry was impressed at the
growth Johnson and the rest of
the returning men’s team had
shown from the end of last year
to the beginning of this season.
They took home three first-place
finishes as a team, and have yet to
finish behind an NAIA opponent.
“I’ve been really proud of them,”
Andry said. “There were some
growing pains last year, but I was
hoping that experience would pay
dividends when they came back.

We’re still a little inconsistent, but
they work hard and really love being around each other.”
Almost all of the Trojan’s topfive scores for tournaments this
year have come from freshman
and sophomores. Freshman
Adam Kasitz took home an individual title at the Players Club
Invitational. Sophomores Erik
Fahlen, Noah Ross and Drew Pickering all carded top-10 finishes in
a tournament this fall.
The spring season, which contains the Crossroads League and
National Championships, should
prove great tests for where each
team is at.
“For both teams, what I’m really going to try to preach is to
not get so obsessed with the final
destination that you lose appreciation for what got you there,” Andry said. “Like I said before, just
enjoy the journey.”
If the fall season is any indication, the spring season could be
special for Taylor golf.
echo@taylor.edu
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Volleyball

10/26 @Grace 7 p.m.
10/31 @Mout Vernon 3 p.m.

Men’s Soccer

10/31 @Spring Arbor 7 p.m.

Women’s Soccer
10/31 Indiana Wesleyan 7 p.m.

Men’s Basketball
10/30 @Thomas More 7 p.m.
10/31 Governors State 7 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
10/27 Oakland City

SCOREBOARD
RESULTS FROM TAYLOR
ATHLETICS

Volleyball

10/16 Huntington W 3-0
10/17 Bethel L 0-3

Men’s Soccer

10/17 Huntington L 1-2
10/21 Bethel L 0-4

Women’s Soccer

10/17 Huntington W 5-0
10/21 Bethel W 6-1

Men’s Golf

10/17 Purgatory
Invitational 1st

new season

Women’s Golf
10/17 Purgatory
Invitational 1st

TOP 25 POLLS
Men’s XC
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Both the men’s and women’s golf teams took first at the Purgatory Invitational

No.1

Women’s XC

No.2

Women’s Golf

No.4

Baseball

Receiving Votes

Softball

Receiving Votes

Taylor Volleyball falls to Bethel Silent Night is on for 2020
Loss comes after
sweep of Huntington

Tickets available
today at 5 p.m.

Kyle Hayward

Markus Miller

Staff Writer

While they may not be lacing up their shoes during the
national tournament, Taylor Women’s Basketball is lacing up shoes and showing
up each day to practices and
upcoming games to make a
memorable season.
echo@taylor.edu

The Taylor volleyball team
fell to Bethel in three sets on senior day this weekend at Odle
Arena, after a dominating performance against Huntington
the day before.
Against Bethel, the Trojans
went down early in the first set,
trailing by as much as 10 points
for a moment. Ultimately, the
Pilots took advantage of their
early lead and held off the Trojans for a 25-16 win.
The second set was much
closer, as the Trojans went back
and forth with Bethel. Despite
leading for much of the set and
holding a 17-15 lead, Taylor fell
behind 17-20 after three consecutive kills from Bethel and then
two attack errors by the Trojan
offense. Bethel ended up taking the set 25-19 after a strong
finish.
In the final set, Taylor trailed
early and never recovered.
Three consecutive points
brought it within three at 19-16,

Sports Editor

In chapel on Wednesday, Oct.
21, Taylor Interim President
Paige Comstock Cunningham
played a video announcing the
date for Silent Night.
The annual Taylor tradition

will take place Nov. 20. After
speaking in chapel, Cunningham
said she “had a surprise” for students, which was the video mentioned above.
An email was sent out to the
Taylor community following the
chapel, clarifying a few of the details left unanswered by the initial announcement. Tickets will
be available today, Oct. 26, starting at 5 p.m.
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The Class of ‘21, in yellow, won yet another Taylathon.

but Bethel rallied and completed
the sweep with a score of 25-18.
Junior Ryan Czerniak ended
the day with 10 kills while sophomore Kacy Bragg led the team in
digs with 10. Bragg is enjoying a
strong campaign, and stands at
No. 3 in the NAIA in total assists.
The results the prior evening vs. Huntington were much
better.
The sweep over the Forresters was their third of the season.
Senior Amanda Adams led the
team with 12 kills. Adams’ is No.
3 in the NAIA in kills. Junior Nikki Parrett finished with 12 digs.
All three sets were relatively

close, but the Trojans won each
by at least four points, and only
ever trailed a set when they fell
behind 3-4 in the opening set.
On Saturday, the Trojans had
a chance to honor their seniors.
Seniors Amanda Adams,
Brooke Foster, Ashley Harrell,
and Grace Isaacs have all spent
their entire collegiate careers
at Taylor, contributing to three
consecutive winning seasons.
With this result, the Trojans
moved to 7-8 on the season, with
a 6-7 Crossroads League record.
There are five games left in regular season play, but the schedule
is shifting often due to COVID-19.
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Silent Night is scheduled to take place on Nov. 20.

According to the email, 1,000
tickets will be available for
TU undergraduate students.
MAHE and non-traditional students will not be included in
the 1,000. The email layed out
the plans for “Family Groups,”
which are most likely to be
floors and wings of dorms. As
a part of the ticketing process,
each student who desires a
ticket to the event will have to
state which group they will be
a part of.
To claim a ticket, students
will need to go to “www.taylortrojans.com/slientnighttickets.”
From there, students will need
to fill out the “Have a passcode”
field with the last eight digits
of their student I.D. to receive
a ticket.
Tickets will be scanned at the
event for entry. The QR code
from the ticket will need to either be printed or visible on a
device.
More information and reaction will be available in
next Monday’s edition. Until then, head to taylortrojans.
com or theechonews.com for
more updates.
echo@taylor.edu

Livy Schroder

Pa u l M c B r i d e
Soccer

Cross Country

Athletes of the Week
979 S. Main St., Upl and, IN

Exercise Sport Management
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Volleyball

•

(765) 998-7261

Hometown

Houston, TX

C l a y Va n d e r K o l k

w w w. ivanho e s . i nfo

Year

Junior

Forward

•

Major
Position

Funniest Teammate
Fav o r i t e S p o r t B e s i d e s Yo u r
Own

Senior
Caledonia, MI
Public Rel ations
Distance
Erinne Lubienski
Basketball
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